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FOURTH SUPPLEMENTARY EVIDENCE BY AMELIA LINZEY ON
BEHALF OF THE NZ TRANSPORT AGENCY IN RESPONSE TO THE
BOARD’S REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION
INTRODUCTION
1

My full name is Amelia Joan Linzey. I refer the Board of Inquiry to
the statement of my qualifications and experience set out in my first
statement of evidence in chief (EIC) (dated 13 November 2010).

2

I repeat the confirmation given in that statement that I have read
and agree to comply with the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses
in the Environment Court.
PURPOSE OF FOURTH SUPPLEMENTARY EVIDENCE

3

This supplementary evidence primarily responds to the questions
made by the Board of Inquiry (on 10 and 11 March 2011) seeking
responses or further information in relation to the following:
3.1

1
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In respect of 51 Hendon Avenue, Owairaka, owned by Shima
and Subhas Chand:1
(a)

Clarification of the Project‟s impacts on that property;

(b)

Summary of communications in relation to that
property; and

(c)

Comment on the extent to which the adoption of
Option 3 for the Southern Ventilation building would
alleviate effects on that property, particularly the land
take.

3.2

The Board questioned the adequacy of consultation with the
Chands (as owners of 51 Hendon Avenue) and other owners
of Hendon Avenue, both in terms of quality and quantity;

3.3

To what extent does the NZTA‟s proposal to mitigate the
impacts of the Project on KiwiRail require impacts on the
Chand property; and

3.4

More generally, on the basis that the NZTA is proposing to
mitigate the impacts on rail, by (amongst other things)
providing a new rail corridor, the Board queried “whether
NZTA has the ability to designate, that is as to whether that

At the Board hearing on 10 March 2011, Mr Subhas Chand appeared (who owns
51 Hendon Avenue) (Submitter No. 135), together with Mr Rupen Chand
(Submitter No. 218).

2

land is reasonably necessary to meet the objectives of
NZTA…”.2
4

In addition, in relation to representations given by Dr Jinhu Wu at
the hearing on 9 March 2011, this evidence provides supplementary
information and clarification on the land requirements of the
designation on 103 and 105 Hendon Avenue and the property
acquisition process with respect of those properties.

5

Finally, in response to a query by Board Member Dunlop on
11 March 2011, this evidence provides a summary of „whole
property‟ acquisitions on the SH16 designation (Notice of
Requirement 1).
LAND REQUIREMENTS ON 51 HENDON AVENUE, OWAIRAKA

6

The property at 51 Hendon Avenue, Owairaka is affected by both
Notice of Requirement 5 (being substrata)3 and Notice of
Requirement 7 (surface designation).4

7

The property title is 697m2 and the proposed land requirements for
the Project designations are as follows:
7.1

A subsoil or substrata designation, that pertains to land 7m
below ground level, over an area of 84m2. This area is
defined as that area from the rear boundary that extends
underground 4.53m into the site on the southern side and
6.65m into the site on the northern side boundary;

7.2

A surface designation area of 175m2, being the land on the
surface defined as that area from the rear boundary that
extends into the site 11.36m on the southern side and
11.53m on the northern side boundary.

8

As the substrata designated area falls entirely within the surface
designation on this property, the purchase of land for the surface
designation includes the substrata designation requirement.5

9

The designation and acquisition (purchase) is required for this
property for the following reasons:

2

Board of Inquiry Chair, Judge Newhook, 11 March 2011, Transcript page 1447,
lines 5-8.

3

Property 17.13 on Notice of Requirement 5 Plans – Sheet 5.

4

Property 17.13 on Notice of Requirement 7 Plans – Sheet 1.

5

That is because the surface designation goes down to the centre of the earth
(including the substrata area required).
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10

9.1

Occupation during construction of the proposed temporary
sportsfield6 (and accessway), followed by occupation and use
for Construction Yard 8. Activities for Construction Yard 8
include material storage, staff parking and lay-down area,
stormwater management, site access (as per the activities
identified in F.6 Construction Yard Plans – Yard 8, Plan 108,
and pages 5.53 - 5.54 of the AEE). This Yard has been
identified specifically for mechanical and electrical works
associated with the tunnel operating systems.

9.2

Following construction (i.e. operational phase), the initial use
of the land was identified for temporary sportsfield
replacement including vehicle access, with the longer term
use of this area for the „replacement rail corridor‟ to mitigate
the impacts on rail (as shown on Sheet 219 of F.16 Urban
Design and Landscape Plans).

9.3

Since lodgement of the Project, further review and design has
been undertaken by the NZTA on the Southern Ventilation
building which, in turn, has amended the design for
temporary sportsfields in this area (as shown on Sheet 219
provided in Annexure B of the rebuttal evidence of Ms Lynne
Hancock). However, a requirement for the interim use of
land remains as it includes vehicle access and parking for the
replacement „rail-lease‟ sportsfield, with longer term use of
this area for the replacement rail corridor.

Combined, the works (the establishment of temporary sportsfields
and access to these fields, followed by occupation of land for
Construction Yard 8) would extend over the majority of construction
period (between five and seven years). In those circumstances,
complete purchase of the affected land (rather than temporary
occupation) was considered warranted by the NZTA.
CONSULTATION - 51 HENDON AVENUE

11

The following section of my evidence provides specific comment and
records in relation to consultation and communication undertaken
with 51 Hendon Avenue. (A subsequent section of my evidence
addresses general consultation in respect of Hendon Avenue and
Owairaka residents).

12

From the Project‟s consultation database, the following provides a
chronology of consultation documentation provided to 51 Hendon
Avenue (from oldest to most recent).

6
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It is noted that if a financial equivalent payment is made to the Auckland Council
instead of the creation of this temporary field, this use would not be required (as
provided in proposed Condition OS.8, in accordance with the 1 March 2011
Proposed Conditions, provided in Annexure A of the third supplementary
evidence of Ms Amelia Linzey). However, the land requirement for Construction
Yard 8 would remain.

4

13

Newsletters were sent to M and T Lee of 51 Hendon Avenue on the
following:
13.1 December 2003 (Newsletters 5 and 6);
13.2 February 2004; and
13.3 January 2006 (Newsletter 7).

14

From January 2006, the newsletters were sent to the
„owner/occupier‟ of 51 Hendon Avenue (i.e. in January 2006, May
2006, July 2006, November 2006, February 2008, and May 2009).

15

Telephone consultation records indicate that in early 2009, phone
conversations were held with „Tony / Nick‟ and then „Nick‟ regarding
51 Hendon Avenue. The phone calls are recorded as:
15.1 „Purchase, impact on open space‟ (23 Jan 2009); and
15.2 „Affect of options on properties‟ (10 February 2009).

16

File Notes from communication between representatives of the NZTA
and Mr Chand indicate that he purchased the property at 51 Hendon
Avenue in April 2009, though formal transfer of title was on 15 May
2009.

17

In May 20097, a Project Newsletter was delivered to residents of the
Project study area, advising of the Combined Surface Tunnel Option,
this included a posted letter to the „owner/occupier‟ of 51 Hendon
Avenue. (A copy of this Newsletter is provided as Annexure A.)

18

On 21 December 2009, door knocking was undertaken and it is
confirmed that a letter was delivered to 51 Hendon Avenue. This
letter (copy provided in Annexure B) advised that if the „new
proposal‟ that had been agreed by the NZTA Board (at its 17
December 2009 meeting) was confirmed, it “… may require all or
part of your property in the future”. If people had questions, they
were encouraged to contact the Waterview Connection project team
by phone or email.8

19

In August 2010, letters were sent to residents on Hendon Avenue
inviting them to attend an information evening regarding the
substrata tunnel and its potential effects on properties, and the
process involved in underground property purpose for affected

7

The week 18 – 22 May 2009.

8

With respect of the property at 51 Hendon Avenue, this letter confirms the
proposed rail alignment had not altered from May 2009, but that the previously
open road section of the SH20 alignment that was running to the rear of this
property was now in a deep tunnel and that the alignment of this tunnel was
slightly to the north-east of the May 2009 alignment (beneath or in close
proximity to the property).
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properties. (A copy of the letter sent to the Chands at their Stewart
Road address is contained in Annexure C).
20

An information evening was held on 12 August 2010 and records
from that meeting were kept, including a note from discussions with
Mr and Mrs Subhas and Shima Chand, confirming that they attended
this meeting and that the NZTA was provided contact details (phone
and email) for further information. The meeting notes recorded
„When are plans going to be provided? Owners want to extend their
house asap’. At that time, plans were not available, but the Chands
were advised (by phone) that these would be forthcoming (within
two months) detailing specific land requirements.

21

Following lodgement of the Project application with the EPA on
20 August 2010, the Chands were included in the notification area
and it is recorded that a notification pack was provided to them by
the EPA.

22

A File Note from 5 October 2010 of a phone call between Mr Chand
and representatives of The Property Group (TPG, the NZTA‟s
property consultants) indicate that Mr Chand considered that he
„had always been told at NZTA’s community meetings, that the
Waterview Connection project does not affect his property‟.
Mr Chand also noted he did not want to sell any of his property and
that he had not received anything from the EPA at that time.

23

On 5 October 2010 a letter was sent to the Chands from TPG
(Annexure D) in regards to the purchase of the property at
51 Hendon Avenue. This letter identified two forms of property
impact: a sub-strata land requirement of 85m2 and a surface land
requirement area of 175m2. The letter also stated “It is necessary
to acquire the rear portion of your property been (sic) 175m2 for
Motorway and part of the tunnels will be beneath 175m2 of land
required”. Plans were attached to that letter, as provided in
Annexure D. These provide the total land area (on the coloured
aerial photograph) and both the substrata and land requirement
areas on two separate survey plans.

24

On 25 November 2010, Mr Chand contacted the NZTA requesting
information on the effects of the Project and land requirements from
them. Following this communication, on 7 December 2010 a
meeting was held with the Chands at 51 Hendon Avenue. At this
meeting, the NZTA representatives (Mr Deepak Rama and Mr Rick
Galli) and the Chands (Shima and Subhas Chand and Rupen Chand)
discussed the potential effects of the Project on 51 Hendon Ave,
including details on the Southern Ventilation Building, construction
yard and realigned rail corridor.

25

Following the meeting, a letter was personally delivered to the
letterbox of 51 Hendon Avenue on 10 December 2010 by Mr Deepak
Rama (Annexure E). This letter provided a copy of the earlier TPG
letter 5 October 2010 (which Mr Chand claimed he had not
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received), additional information from the Assessment of
Environmental Effects (including relevant plans and a CD of the
lodged documentation) and a Land Requirement Plan showing the
“permanent land requirement” of 175m2 and where it impacted the
property.
26

On 16 December 2010 there is a further File Note from TPG
detailing a phone conversation with Mr Chand. In this phone call,
Mr Chand claimed he did not know of the previous call from TPG (on
5 October), nor that he had received any earlier information
regarding land requirements on the property at 51 Hendon Avenue.

27

On 23 December 2010 a formal Notice of Desire to Acquire under
section 18 of the Public Works Act 1981 was delivered to 51 Hendon
Avenue by courier (the cover letter itself was dated 22 December
2010, Annexure F). Given that the substrata designation was
wholly within the surface land requirement, the Notice of Desire only
refers to the 175m2 area of land as being required for motorway
purposes.

28

The file records indicate that attempts by TPG to discuss the impacts
and land requirements for this property were also made in early
February 2011. On 28 February 2011, a letter was sent by TPG
reiterating the land acquisition programme and encouraging
engagement in order to negotiate in good faith (Annexure G).9

29

On 2 March 2011, TPG confirmed in a file note that Mr Chand had
agreed to access for a valuation of his property, both in respect of
the land subject to the Notice of Desire and for the entire property.
On 2 March 2011, TPG sought that this valuation be undertaken by
Telfer Young (Auckland) Ltd.

30

It is my understanding that the site visit for property valuation was
undertaken by a Telfer Young valuer in the week of 8 March 2011.

31

Subhas and Rupen Chand appeared at the Board hearing on
10 March 2011.

32

In summary, and on the basis of the above records, I do not accept:
32.1 Mr Chand‟s statement at the Board hearing that he was
advised only ”yesterday” (being 9 March 2011), about the
11 metre land requirement from his property;10

9

This letter also indicated the NZTA‟s intention to proceed shortly (within the next
few months) with Notice of Intention from the Minister of Land Information
pursuant to section 23 of the Public Works Act in respect of the property.

10

Mr Chand‟s answer to Judge Newhook question on 10 March 2011, page 1328 of
the Transcript.
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32.2 That the property will be reduced to „400m2’.11 The remaining
property area is 521m2;
32.3 That “the main thing is from NZTA we were told our
property’s not going to be affected at all”;12 or
32.4 That “we have not been receiving any letters from NZTA or
EPA until the first letter we received was when Greg ... came
a day before that letter was – in December ... 15 or 16 ...”.13
33

None of those statements are accurate. The amount of land take
required of the Chands‟ property for the Project has been clearly
explained to them, both in writing and in person, for many months
now.
IMPLICATIONS OF ‘OPTION 3’ ON THE PROPERTY AT
51 HENDON AVENUE

34

As set out in my first supplementary evidence statement
(28 February 2011), as a result of submissions and subsequent
expert caucusing with submitters, three further options have been
developed for the Southern Ventilation building (and consequently
the stack location) in Alan Wood Reserve. Through the Hearing,
„Option 3‟ (Annexure C of my first supplementary evidence) has
been identified as the „preferred‟ of these options by submitters.

35

While not developed to the same level of detailed design as the
scheme design lodged with the application, it is considered that this
design option has implications for 51 Hendon Avenue during both
construction and operation. These are briefly discussed in turn.

36

For construction, the implications of „Option 3‟ are as follows:
36.1 This option shifts the Southern Ventilation building (and
stack) some 70m to the south (towards Richardson Road).
Following construction, the „portal‟ for the tunnel also shifts
some 70m to the south as a result of the Southern Ventilation
building being partially below ground and forming an effective
„cut and cover‟ over what was previously open trench. During
construction, no change would be made to the footprint of
Construction Yard 9 (one of the main tunnel construction
yards) as „unaffected‟ land area adjoining the excavation
would still be required (See F.5 Construction Scheme Plans,
Sheet 17).
36.2 As a result, Construction Yard 8 (which is proposed with an
area of some 1ha adjoining Construction Yard 9) would retain
11

Mr Chand‟s comment, page 1328 of the Transcript.

12

Mr Chand‟s comment, page 1330 of the Transcript.

13

Mr Chand‟s comment, page 1333 of the Transcript.
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the same southern boundary adjacent to Oakley Creek but
could be reduced in length by 70 meters eastward
commensurate with the movement of the Southern
Ventilation building under Option 3 (subject to confirming the
relocation of the proposed construction stormwater pond in
this yard). This would reduce the western extent of the
Construction Yard 8 boundary to approximately Chainage
1970. However, this reduction would not reduce its extent on
the boundary of 51 Hendon Avenue.14
36.3 For the reasons set out in paragraph 9.1 above, it is expected
that Construction Yard 8 would be used through to the
completion of the construction works. As this is anticipated to
continue over a number of years, the original
recommendation that the relevant area of the Chand property
be purchased from the landowner would remain.
37

For operation, the implications of „Option 3‟ are as follows:
37.1 Only those works associated with the land area for a future
rail corridor would require this land area.

38

As noted earlier, given the lengthy construction period during which
the land would be required, a complete purchase of the land
affected would still be warranted even if „Option 3‟ was to be
implemented.
CONSULTATION ON THE EFFECTS OF THE PROJECT IN
OWAIRAKA

39

This section of my evidence addresses the Board‟s request for
further information concerning the consultation undertaken with
Hendon Avenue residents.

40

A full overview of the consultation undertaken on the Waterview
Connection Project is provided in Part E.5 of the AEE. For the
purpose of brevity, this section of my evidence will only relate to
the consultation undertaken on the Combined Surface Tunnel (CST)
Option which was confirmed by the NZTA Board as the preferred
option for the Waterview Connection Project, in May 2009.

41

As noted earlier (paragraph 17), a Project Newsletter #9 was
distributed to all parties on the Project mailing list and delivered to
streets surrounding the Project, including Hendon Avenue, Methuen
Road, Valonia Street and Bollard Avenue. A copy of Newsletter #9
is provided as Annexure A (extracted from Appendix A of Part E.5
of the AEE).

14
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This reduction would to some extent reduce the impact in the „open space pinch
point‟ referred to in discussions during the Hearing.

9

42

This Newsletter informed the public about the „CST Option‟ and
invited participants to attend the Open Days, including one on
2 June 2009 at Owairaka Primary School. This newsletter also
showed the proposed rail corridor and open road in Alan Wood.

43

Section 6.3.3 of Part E.5 provides a summary of the feedback from
the consultation undertaken in May – August 2009.

44

Following this consultation, in January 2010 a further media release
and notification on the email database was made. Project Expos
were held in March 2010, specifically in Owairaka, 13 March 2010
(as per 6.5.2.1 of Part E.5 Consultation Summary Report).

45

As set out in my rebuttal evidence,15 there were a number of
elements of the Project that changed between the concepts
presented in March 2010 and those that were lodged with the
designation and consent applications. These key changes are set
out in my earlier evidence and are not repeated here.

46

The future „rail corridor‟ land was identified to the east of the SH20
alignment on a similar corridor to that shown for the current Project.

47

In September 2010, following lodgement of the Project, a media
release (including newspaper and media advertising) and an email
database update advised of further expos to inform residents on the
Project as lodged. Information presented at these expos included a
“fly through” of the Project, detailed designation plans and
presentations from various experts regarding the effects of the
Project. The expo in the Owairaka area was held at Owairaka
District School on 18 September 2010. Copies of the designation
(F.00 Notice of Requirement Plans), Operational Scheme Plans (part
F.2 of the AEE) and Construction Scheme Plans (part F.5 of the AEE)
and the landscape plans (part F.16 – Urban Design and Landscape
Plans) were available for review at these expos.

48

In my opinion, consultation on the Project with the Hendon Avenue
residents, in terms of both quality and quantity, was appropriate.
While it is acknowledged that the Project did change as a result of
consultation, both from May 2009 and December 2009 and between
March 2010 and the lodged proposal (August 2010), I do not
consider this detracts from this conclusion. This is a very large
Project and consultation and design development are necessarily
iterative and responsive processes.

15
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Amelia Linzey (planning) rebuttal evidence (No. 33), paragraphs 30 and
31 which specifically address the changes made to the Project between March
2010 and the lodged plans in respect of the southern ventilation building and
associated open space areas.
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LAND REQUIREMENTS AND ACQUISITION FROM 103 AND
105 HENDON AVENUE
49

Dr Jinhu Wu appeared at the Board hearing on 9 March 2011. He
lives in the front dwelling of 103 Hendon Avenue.

50

The properties at 103 and 105 Hendon Avenue, Owairaka are
affected by Notice of Requirement 7 (surface designation).16 Both
properties are currently subdivided as a Cross Lease with the front
and rear dwellings holding undivided half shares in the entire lot,
including a common area for access to the rear dwelling.

51

While both lots are held as undivided half shares, the front and rear
dwellings have rights of exclusive use to the area surrounding that
dwelling. Annexure H shows the proposed designation line and the
indicative demarcation of exclusive use in relation to 103 and
105 Hendon Avenue.

52

The NZTA owns the rear dwellings of both properties. The front
dwelling of 103 Hendon Avenue is owned by Jinhu Wu and R Zhao
and the front dwelling of 105 Hendon Avenue is owned by the
Maleks.

53

The property negotiations currently being progressed in relation to
the front dwellings on those lots are based on:
53.1 The NZTA acquiring the portion of Wu and Zhao and the
Maleks‟ half shares in those areas of 103 and 105 Hendon
Avenue that are within the designation (being 280m2 and
282m2 respectively);
53.2 In exchange for the NZTA‟s half share in the balance of the
lot.

54

Annexure H also demonstrates the Before and After property
negotiation process. As a result of this process, the owners of the
front dwellings of both 103 and 105 Hendon Avenue (Wu and Zhao
and the Maleks) will derive a net property benefit from the
establishment of a fee simple title for an area larger than their
current area of exclusive use, not subject to any leases and with no
shared common area.

16
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Property 17.30 and 17.32 on Notice of Requirement 7 Plans – Sheet 1.
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PROPERTY ACQUISITION FOR NOTICE OF REQUIREMENT 1
DESIGNATION
55

During the appearance of Mr and Mrs Lewis at the hearing on 11
March 2011, Board Member Mr Dunlop,17 asked if there were other
properties along the SH16 designation (Notice of Requirement 1)
similarly affected where the designation of the property indicates a
„partial land requirement‟, but the extent of impact of this
requirement is significant (e.g. impacts on living areas or buildings
on the property). I confirm that there are other properties and, in
these cases, I understand that a complete purchase of the property
is being offered (as is the case with the Lewis‟ property).

56

In summary, this offer of full purchase is being made to the owners
of the following properties:
56.1 3 and 10 McCormick Road, Te Atatu;
56.2 11, 15, 17A, 23 and 25 Marewa Street (in the case of 17A
and 25 Marewa Street, I understand agreement has been
reached);
56.3 15 (comprising 4 units), 16 and 17 Milich Terrace.
THE REPLACEMENT RAIL CORRIDOR AND DESIGNATION

57

The Board has sought clarification on the extent to which the
designation sought for the Project has been defined by the need to
protect the future rail corridor18.

58

The Waterview Connection Project requires land from the existing
Avondale-Southdown Rail designation and corridor and it is accepted
that this is an effect of the Project. To mitigate this effect, the
Project has sought to provide an integrated transport corridor
solution for both the State highway and rail through Sector 9,
including provision of an appropriate replacement rail corridor.

59

The Future Rail Corridor is identified on F.7 Rail Alignment (AEE
Part F) and is contained within the proposed surface designation
(Notice of Requirement 7) from approximately Chainage 2040
through to Chainage 400 in the south. For ease of reference, those
plans are provided in Annexure I.

60

Within this approximately 1640m length of proposed alignment,
there are two sections where the northern extent of the NZTA‟s
designation corresponds to the northern boundary of the future rail
corridor:

17

Transcript on 11 March 2011 at page 1469.

18

Board of Inquiry Chair, Judge Newhook, 11 March 2011, Transcript page 1447,
lines 5-8.
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60.1 From approximately Chainage 2040 to approximately
Chainage 1880 (which runs to the rear of properties 37 to 63
Hendon Avenue and includes properties 45A to 45D of
Hendon Avenue) (Shown on Sheet 17); and
60.2 At approximately Chainage 1200, 5 Barrymore Road (Shown
on Sheet 18).
61

Throughout the designation, the land requirements to provide a
replacement „rail land corridor‟ were not the exclusive factor in
setting the northern extent of the proposed designation. The only
exception to this is the encroachment into 5 Barrymore Road at
Chainage 1200 (a length of approximately 20m), a property owned
by the NZTA.

62

Important considerations (other than the rail corridor) which the
NZTA has considered in determining the proposed designation
boundary in this area of Sector 9 included:
62.1 The degree of construction impacts, including the medium to
long term requirements of land for Construction Yards 8 and 9
(which would extend more than three year period and
potentially over five);
62.2 The proximity of dwellings to high construction noise
activities, particularly:
(a)

Cutting / blasting through basalt material from
approximate Chainage 1580 to Chainage 1395 (Shown
on F.10 Geological Profile Sheets 329 and 335);

(b)

Construction of the grout wall19 extending some 23m
northward from the proposed SH20 alignment from
approximately Chainage 1810 to Chainage 1210
(shown on F.2 Operation Scheme Plans Sheets 17 and
18);

62.3 From an operational perspective:

19
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(a)

Ongoing easement requirements for the grout wall
(shown on F.2 Operation Scheme Plans Sheets 17 and
18) and stormwater drainage corridor (shown on F.14
Streamworks and Stormwater Discharge, Sheets 17
and 18);

(b)

Appropriateness of minimum 20m separation distance
from road carriageway for discharge of contaminants to
air;

As described in the AEE (page 5.49), a grout curtain cut-off will be installed to
limit groundwater flows into the southern portal area, both during construction
and in the long term.

13

63

(c)

Operational noise impacts associated with new road
alignment in areas where the road is not in trench cut
from approximately Chainage 900 to Chainage 1350
(shown on F.3 Long Sections, Sheets 401 – 402);

(d)

Ensuring that properties affected by a partial land take
retained outdoor living courts (particularly rear living
areas) that would generally comply with the permitted
activity standards of the District Plan; and

(e)

Managing flood risk by raising ground levels where, as
a result of the Oakley Creek re-alignment and
severance of surface water flows by the proposed
alignment and rail corridor, localised ponding would
otherwise occur.

These are additional to the land requirements in order that the
NZTA provide a replacement „rail land corridor‟ to mitigate the
impacts on KiwiRail‟s existing corridor.

Dated: 16 March 2011

Amelia Linzey
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ANNEXURE A – PROJECT NEWSLETTER (MAY 2009)
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MAY 2009

WATERVIEW CONNECTION
Completing the Western Ring Route – the Waterview Connection
The NZ Transport Agency (NZTA) has a new proposal to complete the Western Ring Route around Auckland
by connecting SH20 to the Northwestern Motorway (SH16).
The proposal is a combined tunnel and
surface option that is affordable within the
current transport budget at about $1.4b.
There was no additional Government
funding for the construction of the
previous 2x2 tunnel scheme.
The project known as the Waterview
Connection will begin where SH20 ends
in Mt Roskill, travel through the suburbs
of Mt Albert and Avondale and connect to
SH16, adjacent to Great North Road.
The new proposal has a bored tunnel
under New North Road and Avondale
Heights and a cut and cover tunnel under
Great North Road. In the south it will be
built at surface like the neighbouring
Mt Roskill motorway. It will be adjacent
to an area already set aside for a rail line.
(See map overleaf).
The motorway will have bus shoulders and
capacity for three lanes in each direction.
It will take four and a half years to build.
NZTA understands that the new proposal
will have greater effects than the previous
all-tunnel scheme. It has committed to
work fairly and reasonably with the
community to manage these effects
and allowed for funding to achieve it.

Architect’s impression of the tunnel portal at Avondale Heights looking south.

The project is critical to completing the
Western Ring Route which will improve
transport links for Aucklanders and
businesses and provide more reliable
travel time to Auckland International
airport.

page of this booklet, by emailing us
at waterview.connection@nzta.govt.nz
or by visiting the project website
www.waterviewconnection.co.nz

NZTA is now seeking your feedback on its
new proposal for the Waterview
Connection.
You can provide comment by using the

On 1 August 2008, Land Transport New Zealand and Transit New Zealand became the NZ Transport Agency.
The NZ Transport Agency (NZTA) brings together the functions of Land Transport NZ and Transit to provide
an integrated approach to transport planning, funding and delivery.

Making the Waterview Connection
The 5.5km route will start where the SH20 Mt Roskill project ends at
Maioro Street. A full diamond interchange will allow traffic to enter
or exit the motorway in both directions.
It will go under Richardson Road and into Alan
Wood Reserve where it will run alongside
the existing rail designation. Although much
of this area is seen as open space, it has
already been set aside for a future rail line
that would connect the south to Avondale.
The motorway would then pass underneath
New North Road in a tunnel that would go
1.2 kms under Avondale Heights, emerging
near the intersection of Blockhouse Bay and
Great North Roads. See the section below on
tunnelling under Avondale Heights.
After a short section in the open, it would
be built in a tunnel under Great North Road
to Waterview Park. An interchange would
then connect it to the Northwestern
Motorway (SH16).

The interchange at Waterview will allow
traffic to move on motorway to motorway
connections between SH20 and SH16 in
both directions. All the current Great North
Road connections with SH16 will remain.
SH16 will be widened between St Lukes and
Te Atatu to accommodate extra traffic
flows and allow for future improvements,
such as priority lanes. The causeway which
is sometimes flooded during spring tides
will also be raised to improve road safety.
The opening of the Mt Roskill extension of
SH20 means about 50,000 vehicles a day
will be spilling into nearby streets. This is
expected to rise to more than 60,000 in a
few years. The Waterview Connection will
keep through traffic off local roads.

Urban Form
Building under Great North
Road
Great North Road will remain open
while the motorway is built in a tunnel
under one side of the road at a time.
It will be built by excavating about
8 metres of soil and installing precast
concrete tunnel segments. A concrete
roof will be put on top. Great North Road
will then be deviated above this tunnel
while the other side of the road is built in
short sections to maintain access to
properties. Once complete, Great North
Road will be replaced in its original
position above the tunnel.

An urban design strategy will be created
to consider how communities remain
connected and provided with parks,
pedestrian access ways and other facilities.
Landscaping and other environmental
enhancement will be used to offset
adverse project effects and where possible
improve existing local amenities such as

The Waterview
Connection
 Completes the Western Ring
Route
 5.5km long
 Tunnelled under New North
Road, Avondale Heights and
Great North Road
 At surface in the south where it
will be adjacent to land already
set aside for rail
 NZTA committed to work with
the community to manage
adverse effects
 Compensation is available
under the Public Works Act
for any required properties
including underground strata

the extension of the cycleway beside SH20
at Mt Roskill to SH16.

Managing Effects
The motorway will be built to meet all
relevant national standards to manage
issues such as safety, noise, air quality,
dust, stormwater and environmental
management.

Meet the project team
Event

Venue

Date/Time

Open Day

Owairaka Primary School

June 2, 3.30pm–8.30pm

Open Day

Waterview Methodist Church, Fir St

June 3, 3.30pm–8.30pm

Information Day

Waterview Methodist Church, Fir St

June 20, 10am–3pm

Information Day

Avondale Community Centre

July 4, 10am–3pm

Tunnelling under Avondale Heights
At the northern end of Alan Wood Reserve, the motorway will descend into twin tunnels, one for each direction
of traffic, which will travel below New North Road, Cradock and Powell Streets.
The tunnels will return to the surface near
the intersection of Great North and
Blockhouse Bay Roads. The tunnels will
need ventilation of vehicle emissions.
They will be between 30 and 40 metres
below residential areas and take over a year
to build. They’ll have first class standards of

lighting, ventilation, fire and safety features.
The tunnels will be bored with a machine
called a road header, similar to the ones
used to build the tunnels on the new tolled
motorway near Orewa.
People living above the tunnel are unlikely

to notice the road headers working
during construction and won’t feel or
hear anything once the tunnel is built.
There will be some surface settlement.
We will meet to discuss any concerns
people who live above or near the tunnel
may have about the work.

Waterview Connection map
The Waterview Connection is a combined surface and tunnel proposal to complete the Western Ring Route,
keeping through traffic off local streets and providing more reliable travel times to the airport.

Western Ring Route

Construction Concepts
Cross section views of how the road could
look built at surface in Alan Wood Reserve
and under Great North Road.
Alan Wood Reserve

Great North Road

KEY

The Western Ring Route:

The Waterview Connection

•

One of seven Roads of National Significance

•

A 48km motorway around Auckland to the west from
Manukau to Albany

•

Connects the Southwestern (SH20), Northwestern (SH16)
and Upper Harbour (SH18) Highways

•

An alternative to the Southern Motorway (SH1) and the
the Auckland Harbour Bridge

•

Better connects the west and the south of Auckland

•

If you live on the proposed route you will be contacted directly by
NZTA to explain in detail how you might be affected and answer
any questions you may have.

Provides a motorway link from the Auckland Central
Business District to the airport

•

Takes through traffic off local roads creating opportunities
for passenger transport improvements

NZTA aims to keep you fully informed and work with you to
discuss your individual situation.

•

Creates opportunities for employment development along
the corridor, enabling more reliable and efficient transport of
goods and services to boost the economy

The Waterview Connection is the missing link in the Western Ring Route that
will provide an alternative 48km motorway around Auckland that avoids the
southern motorway and the Auckland Harbour Bridge.

Property Owners
About 240 residential properties will need to be purchased
between Mt Roskill and Waterview. NZTA will also need to
negotiate the purchase of underground strata from about
another 110 properties that will lie above the tunnel.

If you have not been contacted and believe you are directly
affected, then contact the project team using the details
provided below.

For more information
F 09 368 2059

P Waterview Connection Team,
PO Box 6345, Wellesley St,
Auckland 1141

E waterview.connection@nzta.govt.nz

W www.waterviewconnection.co.nz

T 09 368 2160

www.nzta.govt.nz

Printed on environmentally sustainable paper. Please recycle.

Comment form
NZTA wants to know your views on early completion of the Western Ring Route and how best local
effects can be reduced and community facilities replaced or improved.

I

Support
Oppose

early completion of the Western Ring Route. My comments are: _________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
The effects of the proposed option for the Waterview Connection that I am concerned about are: ___________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
My suggestions to reduce these effects are: ____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Tick any boxes that apply to you:
I live in the project area
I do not live in the project area
I represent an organisation that has an interest in the project. Please specify: ___________________________________________

Additional comments

How to reply

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

Waterview Connection Team

_______________________________________________________________

NZTA

_______________________________________________________________

PO Box 6345

_______________________________________________________________

Wellesley St

Auckland 1141

_______________________________________________________________

FreePost Authority Number 100721

_______________________________________________________________

Please return your completed form by July 31.
You can also fax it or email it using the contact details
provided on the back page
Thanks for taking the time to provide your comments.

Your details
Name ___________________________________________________
Email____________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Address _________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________
PLEASE TAPE ALL SIDES ONCE FOLDED

_______________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

I would like to be kept informed about this project

_______________________________________________________________

I prefer email contact

_______________________________________________________________

I wish to be removed from the mailing list

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
FOLD HERE

_______________________________________________________________

FOLD HERE

_______________________________________________________________
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ANNEXURE B – NZTA LETTER DATED 21 DECEMBER 2009

1764453

21 December 2009

Dear Property Owner/Resident
WATERVIEW CONNECTION PROJECT- Hendon Avenue Property Effects
The NZTA Board agreed at its meeting on 17 December to an altered alignment for the
Waterview Connection project to connect SH20 at Mt Roskill to the Northwestern Motorway
(SH16) at Waterview.
This new proposal, if confirmed, may require all or a part of your property in the future. Some
of the land requirement may be for the railway line that has been proposed for many years to
be built in the land behind you.
There is no immediate need for you to do anything. However, it will be important for us to
keep in contact with you as our motorway project develops. You will probably have numerous
questions about the project, how it affects you and your rights as a resident and/or
landowner. We will aim to keep you fully informed.
Let us know how you would like us to communicate with you. We can talk to you on the phone
or we can come and see you. You can contact the Waterview Connection project team at NZTA
on 368-2000 or by email, waterview.connection@nzta.govt.nz.
In late February we will present more detail on the proposed scheme design to the community.
Dates and times will be advertised locally. You can also visit the website
www.waterviewconnection.co.nz for more information.
If you are not the property owner, please forward this letter to them, or contact us with their
details. If you are a Housing New Zealand tenant, we have already advised HNZ and they will
be in touch with you.

Yours sincerely

Clive Fuhr
Waterview Connection Principal Project Manager

Previous Alignment (May 2009)

Revised Alignment (Dec 2009)

LEGEND
Tunnel - May 2009
Motorway- May 2009
Revised Tunnel - Dec 2009
Revised Motorway - Dec 2009
Rail Line
Proposed Rail Line
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ANNEXURE C – NZTA LETTER DATED 6 AUGUST 2010

1764453

Level 13, Qantas House
191 Queen Street
Private Bag 106602
Auckland 1143
New Zealand
T 64 9 969 9800
F 64 9 969 9813
www.nzta.govt.nz

6 August 2010

Subhas Chand & Shima Saileshni Chand
31 Stewart Road
Mt Albert
Auckland 1025

Dear Property owner,
PROPERTY INFORMATION EVENING ‐ SH20 WATERVIEW CONNECTION TUNNELS

The NZ Transport Agency (NZTA) is planning an INFORMATION EVENING for property owners
affected by the new SH20 Waterview Connection Tunnels.
6.30pm to 9pm on Thursday 12 August,
Waterview Methodist Church Hall, Fir Street
The evening will provide key information about how the tunnels may affect your property and the
process involved in underground property purchase for affected properties along the route.
The project team will be on hand to answer your questions and explain the approach to
compensation for underground property purchase and your rights under the Public Works Act
(PWA). We will also have experts on hand to discuss technical elements of the construction of
tunnels and how these may impact your surface property.
You can find more information about the project at
www.waterviewconnection.co.nz or call the Waterview team on 09 368 2001.
Form more information about property owners’ rights under the PWA visit www.linz.govt.nz
If you are not the property owner, please forward this letter to them, or contact us with their details.

Yours sincerely,

Rick Galli
Property Acquisitions Manager
09 368 2004
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ANNEXURE D – TPG LETTER DATED 5 OCTOBER 2010

1764453
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ANNEXURE E – NZTA LETTER DATED 10 DECEMBER 2010

1764453
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ANNEXURE F – TPG LETTER DATED 22 DECEMBER 2010

1764453
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ANNEXURE G – TPG LETTER DATED 28 FEBRUARY 2011

1764453
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ANNEXURE H – PLANS SHOWING 103 AND 105 HENDON AVENUE

1764453
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ANNEXURE I – F.7 RAIL ALIGNMENT PLANS; FUTURE RAIL
CORRIDOR (SHEETS 17-19)

1764453
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